
SMELL NEUTRALIZER

�� Eliminates unpleasant smells 
and odours from textiles such
as car seats, clothing, 
mattresses and shoes

�� Does not stain or leave any 
trace

�� Simple application - sprayed 
carefully from approx. 30 cm

�� Pollution free - does not need
CFC harming gases

�� Does not contain any 
dangerous materials

LEYCO®-ODEUR



LEYCO®-ODEUR is an odour neutra-
lizer that effectively eliminates even
the most persistent smells on all
types of textiles.
The smells are destroyed as the
harmless spray dries, neutralizing the
worst of the odour.
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SMELL NEUTRALIZER

FIELD OF APPLICATION
LEYCO®-ODEUR is a liquid spray to neutralize unpleasant
odours on all types of textiles and fabrics. Typical areas of
use are vehicle seats and interior linings, curtains, clothing,
mattresses and sports shoes and equipment that comes into
contact with sweat. 
LEYCO®-ODEUR works extremely well in smoking carriages
on trains and coaches and in smoking rooms in work places
and colleges.

DESCRIPTION
LEYCO®-ODEUR is an aqueous product that is economically
sprayed onto the effected textile. As the product dries the
smell disappears, so that it has a neutral odour, rather than
one that diguises the original smell with a perfume.

AVANTAGES
� Pollution free - does not need CFC harming gases
� Simple application
� Does not contain any dangerous materials
� Does not stain or leave any trace

TECHNICAL DATA
Density: 1,02 g/cm3

Colour : Colourless
Flaspoint: Not applicable
Form: Liquid
pH Value: 8

APPLICATION
Hold the spray about 30cm from the fabric and apply a thin
and even film across the entire area.
Let the product work through the fabric and allow it to dry.
If you are unsure about the suitability of this product on the
fabric, try a small sample on a hidden area of the material.
Take special precaution with silk fabrics.

STORAGE
Store in a cool dry place free from frost. Shelf life min. 30
months.

HEALTH AND SAFETY INFORMATION
Do not inhale sprayed vapours
If swallowed, do not induce vomiting, get immediate medical
assistance and present label to the doctor.

REMARK
Whilst information and/or specification contained herein is to the best of our
knowledge true and accurate, and is based on many years experience, we
cannot accept any liability either directly or indirectly arising from the use of
our products, whether or not in accordance with any advice, specification or
recommendation given by us, as we have no direct or continuous control
over how or where our products are applied.
LEYDE-PRODUCTS are guaranteded against defective materials and
manufacture and are sold subject to its standard terms and conditions of
sale. 09.01.04


